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McGrathNicol: automating business 
processes to support employee and 
customer success 
McGrathNicol is a specialist Advisory and Restructuring firm that has built a reputation for 
managing complexity and consistently delivering the results its clients need. With a team 
of independent experts working across all industry sectors and business sizes, the firm’s 
Advisory business improves performance by mitigating risk, managing change and 
achieving growth, while the Restructuring business helps restore stability and bring value 
to companies experiencing operational or financial challenges.
To support its teams in delivering excellence, the company needed to eliminate inefficient 
legacy systems for project management, billing, and expense management processes that 
were slowing staff down. By switching to SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP Business Technology 
Platform and SAP Concur, employees benefit from standardisation, real-time 
information and mobile access, creating a simpler and more intuitive user 
experience. With the ability to simplify core business processes, the team can now focus 
on delivering superior outcomes for customers.
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Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Legacy systems did not support mobile access, embedded analytics or real-time data dashboards.
• Rigid and inefficient processes created frustrations in timesheet entry, accounts payable and project management 

workflows.
• Project Managers were unable to efficiently manage client projects in legacy systems, with billing frustrations in the Advisory 

business.
• Expenses were time-consuming to enter and itemise, with delays leading to frequent expense write-offs.
• Client onboarding and creation of projects was a disjointed process with no integration across systems.

Why SAP
• McGrathNicol was looking for a modern, scalable and integrated Software-as-as-Service (SaaS) solutions that would 

address business requirements across Finance, Project Management, Time Recording, Billing, and Travel & Expenses.
• SAP S/4HANA Cloud is a best-in-class ERP that delivers out-of-the-box efficiencies with standard business processes.
• SAP Business Technology Platform enables McGrathNicol extend business processes to meet specific requirements.
• SAP Concur enables simpler, mobile expense management, and automations that streamlined accounts payable processes 

which met all business requirements.

After: Value-Driven Results
• Increased efficiency and visibility in expense management processes through mobile access and scanning capabilities, 

which improved the allocation and timeliness of expenses and reduced time on invoice entry to approval by 30%.
• Increased automation in customer onboarding and project initiation led to a net reduction in effort by ~25%.
• Increased user satisfaction with the new Timesheet App through simplified data capture and mobile features.

Driving process efficiency and enhancing user experience with 
modern SAP® Cloud Solutions 

“By using technology to take the pain out of 
routine tasks, our teams can now focus on 
delivering high-value work for clients. A 
number of frustrating administrative tasks 
can now be done efficiently, anytime and 
anywhere.” 
Brendan Tanner, Head of Finance, 
McGrathNicol
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Industry
Professional 
Services

Employees
300

Revenue
AUD $80M

Products and Services
Advisory and 
Restructuring Services

Featured Solutions and Services
SAP S/4HANA Cloud
SAP Concur
SAP Business Technology Platform Integration Suite
SAP Business Technology Platform Extension Suite
SAP Analytics Cloud

30%
Reduction in time 
from invoice entry 
to approval

25%
Reduction in customer 
onboarding and project 
initiation time
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Managing complexity to consistently deliver results

As a professional services organisation trusted by 
its clients with the most important aspects of their 
business, McGrathNicol runs a high-performing 
team of independent experts who work across all 
industry sectors and business sizes, both locally 
and internationally.

Delivering world-class services to clients is the 
focus of McGrathNicol’s business, but the 
company’s legacy systems and processes did not 
match its ambitions. To provide a seamless, 
responsive and intuitive user experience that would 
enable partners, project managers and experts to 
focus on high-value work, the business recognised 
it needed modern systems to reduce complexity 
and increase operational efficiency. 

McGrathNicol wanted an adaptable SaaS 
solution with features such as mobility, embedded 
analytics, and dashboards. But it also needed 
technology that would support unique professional 
services requirements like real-time compliance 
reporting, and instantly accessible and granular 
timesheets to support accurate customer billing. 
“Our timesheets generate hundreds of 
thousands of lines a year made up of 6-minute 
increments” said Brendan Tanner, Head of 
Finance at McGrathNicol. 

To live up to high customer expectations, 
streamlining onboarding and project initiation was 
key, as was the ability to automate project related 
travel and expenses wherever possible. Improving 
the efficiency of the accounts payable, Advisory 
customer billing and expense management were 
other areas that needed improvement.
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Transforming professional services with best-in-class 
solutions
McGrathNicol selected SAP as its partner of choice 
to transform its professional services solutions, with 
SAP S/4HANA Cloud providing the core ERP 
functionality for finance, billing and project 
management.

SAP’s Business Technology Platform (BTP) gave 
McGrathNicol the flexibility to meet extended 
requirements for timesheets through the 
development of an integrated Timesheet App, 
ensuring regulatory compliance while enabling 
complete reporting across projects.

The SAP Business Technology Platform was also 
used to develop customised reporting which 
captures profit attributable to each of the firm’s 
partners and their related trust entities from multiple 
McGrathNicol legal entities, along with their annual 
entitlement budgets. This application supported 
user based security which allows each partner to 
individually access and view their profit distribution 
composition for current and prior years. 

A client and customer project creation app was built 
to capture all client information in a central 
repository. This app is integrated with the ERP via 
whitelisted APIs to automatically create customer 
projects and generate new customer master data. It 
also captures project risk management data 
through digital checklists reducing duplication of 
data in paper forms eliminating many hours of 
manual data entry across the firm and reducing 
overall project initiation effort by 25%. 

All staff at McGrathNicol hold a company credit card 
for travel and expenses, so it was also critical to 
have an automated system where costs could be 
managed via mobile device and allocated on a 
timely basis to client projects. By using SAP’s 
flagship product for travel and expense 
management - SAP Concur, expenses are 
integrated directly into the company’s new ERP 
system on a more timely basis. SAP Concur has 
also driven an improvement in compliance with the 
firm’s expenditure policies. “SAP Concur was a 
choice we had made even before we had picked 
our ERP partner” said Brendan Tanner.

>1200
Active projects

300
Employees using a mobile 
app for travel & expense

>100K
Individual unbilled WIP 
transactions at any point in 
time
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Automated integration between apps and digital core 
drive significant time-savings and benefits
The implementation of SAP solutions that have 
simplified and streamlined business processes 
has led to significant business benefits for 
McGrathNicol.

By automating AP invoice processing, 
administration teams have seen a 30% 
reduction in time on invoice entry to 
approval. Alongside, the mobility of SAP Concur 
has played a significant role in timely 
management, allocation and approval of 
customer project and other expenses.

Previously, bank statements had to be manually 
entered and reconciled. By automating parts of 
this process, there has been a 20% reduction 
in time spent on the cash allocation and 
reconciliation process.

Before McGrathNicol’s digital transformation, 
timesheets were unwieldy and onerous, with 
significant time wasted by staff trying to find the 
projects relevant to them. The new Timesheet App 
is personalised for each user displaying only 
projects that are related to that individual user. New 
auto-completion functionality also means projects 
can be identified with only a few letters, resulting in 
far faster search and entry. This has simplified the 
process and enhanced employees user experience.

“The finance team has seen real benefit from 
the cash management automation steps 
delivered by SAP S/4HANA Cloud.”
Brendan Tanner, Head of Finance, McGrathNicol

20%
Reduction in time spent on cash 
allocations and reconciliations

25%
Reduction in customer onboarding 
and project initiation time
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25%
Improvement in billing times for the 
Advisory Business



Simplifying business processes and reporting 
through technology-enabled innovation

When McGrathNicol began its journey to bring 
efficiencies into the business by transforming its 
digital landscape, the company wanted to look 
beyond short-term goals. The team had a vision to 
continuously streamline internal processes to drive 
constant improvement with the latest technology.  

Further innovations are now on the horizon, as 
the company takes advantage of the opportunities 
offered by modern technology to reimagine their 
business and processes. 

With more than 1,000 in-flight projects and 
hundreds of personnel being assigned to multiple 
projects at any given time, McGrathNicol has 
launched a pilot test of SAP’s Intelligent Robotic 
Process Automation (iRPA) to automate resource 
allocations to projects and further reduce the 
administrative effort required from project 
managers.

While the current solution delivers custom 
analytical reporting, McGrathNicol has also 
explored the embedded SAP Analytics Cloud 
(eSAC) functionality available within SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud. McGrathNicol is looking to 
enhance its analytical reporting experience with 
interactive visualisations to drive greater insights 
that create additional business value. It has 
recently released two dashboards with plans to 
further expand eSAC usage and development. 
Dashboards published to date have supported 
improved user engagement with financial data –
a result of the quality of data visualisations and 
ease of interaction with the eSAC dashboard 
content.
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of
SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company.

The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice. Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its 
distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors. National product specifications may vary.

These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without representation or
warranty of any kind, and SAP or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. 
The only warranties for SAP or SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty 
statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional 
warranty. 

In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or 
any related presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, or any related presentation, 
and SAP SE’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or platforms, directions, and
functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for any reason 
without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or 
functionality. All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ 
materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, and they 
should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.

SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. All other product and service names 
mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. 

See www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark information and notices.
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